We consider the effect of uniform driving on the interface between two phases which are described by model C dynamics. The non-driven system has a classical Gaussian interface described by capillary wave theory. The model under driving retains Gaussian statistics but the interface statistics are modified by driving, notably the height fluctuations are suppressed and the correlation length of the fluctuations is increased. The model we introduce can also be used as a model for the effect of activity on interface dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most natural ways of creating a non-equilibrium steady state is by applying external driving forces. Driving arises naturally in sedimenting systems due to gravity, in systems with free charges under the action of an electric field and also due to the radiation pressure exerted by a laser. Experiments where a phase separated colloidal system is sheared parallel to the interface show that driving due to shear tends to suppress surface fluctuations [1] , and similar results are found where Ising models are numerically sheared [2, 3] . These results are somewhat surprising, for instance they are contrary to the observation that wind generates waves on the ocean. One may think that the precise nature of the driving plays a role, for instance uniformly driving a system may be intrinsically different to applying a shear field which is manifestly nonuniform. In this paper we investigate analytically the effect of uniform driving on a simple interface model. We find that the effect of this type of driving is also to reduce surface fluctuations.
Constructing a continuum model which is analytically tractable and is also affected by uniform driving is straightforward but contains some subtleties. In a continuum system it is clear that uniform driving can only move a system away from equilibrium when the driving acts differently on different particle types. For instance, consider a system of identical interacting Brownian particles driven by a uniform force. The force will induce the same average velocity on all the particles, consequently, in the frame moving with this average velocity, we will recover the unmodified equilibrium state. However, when multiple particle types are present, the mean velocity induced on different species are different and no Galilean transformation is possible. Perhaps the first such study of this phenomenon was due to Onsager [4] , who studied the conductivity of electrolytes and in doing so showed how the correlation functions in the steady state were modified by the electric field. Recently there have been many studies of driven multi-particle Brownian systems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , including the electrolyte problem, and rich new physics has been found, even in the case of purely Gaussian theories [12, 13] based on stochastic density functional theory [14] .
The dynamics of discrete particle systems is however affected by uniform driving of identical particles. The study of driven lattice gases has revealed a wide range of intriguing physical phenomena and indeed shown how driving can even lead to phase separation [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The discrete nature of the dynamics of these systems, both in space and time, means that no Galilean transformation to an equilibrium state exists. Analytical studies of these systems require a phase ordering kinetics description in terms of a continuum order parameter. In order to break Galilean invariance the local mobility of the particles can be taken to be dependent on the local order parameter, this is then sufficient to induce non-trivial steady states under driving [15, [17] [18] [19] . Interfaces between the separated phases in uniformly driven systems have non capillary behaviors which are, even today, not fully understood [17] . Taking random driving in a given direction also leads to non-equilibrium steady states, if the noise is Gaussian and white, the fluctuation dissipation theorem is violated and novel interface fluctuations are induced which, again, are not of the capillary type [16] .
Driving can also be deterministic but space dependent, for instance if one considers applied shear flows, the spatial dependence of the flow means no Galilean transformation to an equilibrium steady state is possible and this therefore leads to non-equilibrium steady states. The effect of shear on interfaces in these type of systems yields interface equations of the stochastic Burgers type and the statistics are no thus longer Gaussian due to the presence of nonlinearities [2, 3, [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this paper we analyse what is known, in the classification of Hohenberg and Halperin [24] , as model C type dynamics for two fields, one with conserved model B type dynamics, which is in addition convected at a uniform velocity to mimic driving. We refer to this first field as the colloid field. This colloid field is coupled to an additional field which undergoes model A non-conserved dynamics and which is not subjected to the driving. The model A field can be thought of a passive solvent and its coupling to the model B field is chosen in such a way that it has no influence on the non-driven equilibrium steady state. We then derive the effective dynamics between two separated low temperature phases by using a method introduced in [20, 21] for the study of interfaces under shear flow. This method yields a Gaussian theory for the interface statistics and driving introduces interesting new physics, notably we find that the effective surface tension of the system is increased but also the correlation length of interface fluctuations (due to an effective gravitational term) are increased. These observations are in qualitative agreement with experimental results on sheared low tension interfaces in phase separated colloidal systems [1] . In this experimental system the interface fluctuations were also found to be well described by Gaussian statistics and this is our principal motivation for studying theories which remain Gaussian but are modified by driving. While the long wavelength theory we find is of a capillary type, we also find new, higher derivative terms, which are generated in the spectrum of the height fluctuations.
As an aside, we also show how the model introduced here can be used to analyse the effect of activity on the dynamics of the surface between two phases of active colloids. The activity is implemented by taking a different temperature for the colloid and solvent fields, this difference in temperatures leads to significantly modified surface statistics which again develop dependencies on static and dynamical variables of the model which otherwise remain hidden for the equilibrium version of the problem.
II. THE UNDERLING TWO FIELD MODEL
We consider a coarse grained model for two scalar fields ψ and φ with Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian H 1 is of the classic Landau-Ginzburg form
The last term represents the energy due to a gravitational field and will introduce a finite correlation length in the fluctuations between the two phases. We assume that the above Hamiltonian has two stable phases with average concentrations of the field φ(x) given by the constant values ψ 1 and ψ 2 , the difference between the order parameter in the two different phases is denoted by by ∆ψ = ψ 2 − ψ 1 > 0. This means that we find the phase 1 as z → ∞ and the phase 2 as z → −∞. The term H 2 is taken to be a simple quadratic coupling between the fields
this is an approximative conservation law of total volume fraction of the phases. The field φ can be though of as the local volume fraction of the solvent in a colloidal system. However the presence of this solvent field does not change the effective equilibrium statistical mechanics of the colloid field ψ as the partition function can be written as
where Z ef f is the effective partition function for the field ψ, after we have integrated out the degrees of freedom corresponding to the field φ, and C is a constant term resulting from this integration. The effective partition function is thus simply given by
and, as stated above, we see that the field φ thus has no effect on the equilibrium statistical mechanics of the field ψ.
We now consider the dynamics of the fields. We take local diffusive model B dynamics for the field ψ and nonconserved model A dynamics for the field φ ∂ψ(x, t) ∂t
The first equation corresponds to standard model B dynamics but with an advection term by a constant velocity field v. The second equation has no advection term and is simple model A dynamics. In principle we can also treat the case where the dynamics of the field φ is also diffusive and thus of model B type, the analysis given here can be extended to this case but the analysis of the resulting equations is considerably more complicated. The use of model A dynamics for the solvent is justified by assuming that its dynamics is faster than that of the colloids and that the volume fraction can vary due to local conformational changes rather than diffusive transport. The noise terms above are uncorrelated and Gaussian with zero mean, their correlation functions are given by
and T is the temperature in units where k B = 1. These dynamical equations are thus explicitly given by
and
Taking the temporal Fourier transform, defined with the conventioñ
we can eliminate the fieldφ which is given bỹ
this then gives the closed equation forψ:
where
is the effective chemical potential associated with the field ψ and the noise term is given bỹ
Inverting the temporal Fourier transform then gives the effective evolution equation
III. EFFECTIVE INTERFACE DYNAMICS
We now follow the method of [20, 21] to derive the dynamical equation for the interface between the two phases. It is assumed that the driving is in the r = (x, y) plane and that the system varies from phase 1 to phase 2 in the z direction. The dynamical evolution for the field ψ in Eq. (17) is first written as
We now assume that the field ψ can be written in the form
and f (z) → ψ 2 as z → −∞ and f (z) → ψ 2 as z → ∞. We now note the following results
and thus we find
Multiplying both sides of the above by f ′ (z − h(r, t)) yields
and then integrating over z we obtain
In the above we have assumed that ∞ −∞ dz ′ z ′ f ′ (z ′ ) = 0 by symmetry (this is also consistent with the approximation made later on in Eq. (28)). Furthermore one can show that [20, 21] 
where σ is the mean-field equilibrium Cahn-Hilliard estimate of the surface tension, obtained by assuming that f (z) = ψ MF (z) is the equilibrium mean field profile of the field ψ. We thus find
where m 2 = ∆ψg/σ. We now carry out the same operation on the left hand side of Eq. (18). First we have
where in the last line above we have neglected terms quadratic in h. Note that the neglecting of these additional terms is not strictly justified, they could potentially induce non-perturbative effects which render the surface fluctuations non-Gaussian. However we see here that the first order computation we carry out tends to reduce fluctuations with respect to equilibrium or non-driven interfaces and so if the equilibrium theory can be described by an equation which is linear in height fluctuations, it seems physically reasonable to assume that the the approximation also holds for the driven interface. Again, we multiply the above by f ′ (z) and integrate over z. In the first term we make use of the approximation
and in the second we use the relation in Eq. (25) . Putting this all together we obtain
where G = −∇ −2 , or more explicitly
The noise term ξ is given by
Now, as the equations of motion have been derived to first order in h and we wish to recover the correct equilibrium statistics for the non-driven system, we ignore the h dependence in the noise and make the approximation
The correlation function of this noise is most easily evaluated in terms of its Fourier transform with respect to space and time defined byF (q, ω) = dtdr exp(−iωt − iq · r)F (r, t).
Using the relations Eqs. (25) and (28) one can show that
In full Fourier space the equation of motion for the field ψ then reads
From this, the full Fourier transform of the correlation function of the interface height is given bŷ
Using the above we can extract the equal time height-height correlation function in the steady states. Its spatial Fourier transform can shown to be given bỹ
An outline of the derivation of this result is given in the Appendix to the paper. In the absence of driving, i.e. when v = 0 we recover the equilibrium correlation functioñ
here we see that 1/m = ξ eq is the so called capillary length, which is the equilibrium correlation length of the height fluctuations. We also notice that the correlation function for wave vectors perpendicular to the driving direction is simply the equilibrium one.
If we write C s (q) = T /H s (q) we can interpret H s (q) as an effective quadratic Hamiltonian for the height fluctuations, it is thus given by
For small q we find
where θ is the angle between the wave vector q and the direction of the driving. This thus gives a direction dependent surface tension
where we have introduced the intrinsic velocity v 0 = √ α 2 λκ which depends on the microscopic dynamical quantity α associated with the model A dynamics of the field φ, as well as the microscopic static quantities κ (which generates the surface tension) and λ the coupling between the field ψ and φ. This appearance of dynamical and static quantities that are otherwise hidden in equal time correlation functions in equilibrium is already implicit in the works of Onsager [4] where it is used to compute the conductivity of Brownian electrolytes and the explicit expressions were derived using stochastic density functional theory in [12] . We also note that the universal thermal Casimir effect between model Brownian electrolyte systems driven by an electric field exhibits similar features, developing a dependency on both additional static and dynamical variables with respect to the equilibrium case [25] However for this small q expansion we see that the microscopic quantities D, the diffusion constant of the field φ, and the order parameter jump ∆ψ do not appear.
From the above, we see that in the direction of the driving the surface tension increases and the fluctuations of the surface are thus suppressed. We may also write
with
this corresponds to a correlation length
and we see that it is increased in the direction of the driving.
As we have just remarked that the above results appear to be independent of the order parameter jump ∆ψ and the diffusion constant D, however the next order correction to H s for small q is given by
and so the small q expansion breaks down at ∆ψ = 0, indeed one can see that the system has exactly the equilibrium correlation function when ∆ψ = 0.
In the limit of large q we see that the effective Hamiltonian is given, to leading order, by the original equilibrium Hamiltonian and so the out of equilibrium driving has no effect on the most energetic modes of the system.
The results here predict that for unconfined surfaces the long range height fluctuations are described by an isotropic form of capillary wave theory with an anisotropic surface tension which is largest in the direction of driving. Numerical simulations of driven lattice gases in two dimensions [17] show a more drastic change upon driving and find C s (q) ∼ 1/q .66 and thus a strong deviation from capillary wave theory.
IV. A MODEL OF ACTIVE INTERFACES
We can apply the results derived in the previous section to analyse a simple model for surfaces formed between two phases of active colloids. Activity is modelled by assuming that the colloidal field ψ has a temperature different to that of the solvent field φ. This models the effect that activity leads to enhanced colloidal diffusivity over and above the Brownian motion of particles due to thermal fluctuations [26] .
In the absence of any driving the dynamical equations for the field ψ and φ become
Following the same arguments as above we find that
The equal time steady state height fluctuations thus have correlation functioñ
We see, again, that the inclusion of a non-equilibrium driving changes the statistics of height fluctuations and leads to a steady state that depends on both dynamical variables D and α as well as static ones ∆ψ, λ and κ that remain hidden in the equilibrium case. This phenomenon is again seen in the behavior of the universal thermal Casimir force between Brownian conductors held at different temperatures [27] . If we assume strong activity we can take the limit T 1 ≫ T 2 , in this case we find
.
(50)
Interpreted in terms of an effective Hamiltonian for an equilibrium system at the temperature T 1 the above gives
In the case of an unconfined interface (where there is no gravitational effect on the surface fluctuations) i.e. m = 0 we see that for small q
We see that the effective surface tension is not modified but a reduction of fluctuations due to the presence of the term in q 3 arises. As in the case of a driven system, we see that the large q behavior of the effective Hamiltonian is given by the equilibrium case where T = T 1 = T 2 .
In the case where the interface is confined, we see that for small q one obtains
and thus at the largest length scales of the problem there is a qualitative departure from capillary wave behavior, and the correlation length of height fluctuations at the largest length scales is given by
The above result should be compared with that obtained in [16] for systems with anisotropic thermal white noise, which breaks detailed balance and mimics random driving of the system parallel to the interface; for free interfaces it was found that C s (q) ∼ 1/q.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a model to analyse the effect of uniform driving on the dynamics of the interface in a two phase system. In order to generate a non-equilibrium state a second hidden order parameter was introduced. This models the behaviour of a local or solvent degree of freedom which is not influenced by the driving field. In this way, we obtain out of equilibrium interface fluctuations which are described by Gaussian statistics as found in the experimental study of [1] . The agreement with this experimental study also extends to qualitative agreement with the increase of the effective surface tension in the direction of driving and also an increase in the correlation length of the height fluctuations with respect to a non-driven equilibrium interface. However, we note that numerical simulations of a sheared Ising interface [2, 3] also reveal a reduction of interface fluctuations but the lateral correlation length is found to be reduced.
The basic idea underlying this study would be interesting to apply to a number of possible variants of this model, for instance both the dynamics of the main field φ and the solvent field φ could be varied. To make a direct link with driven colloidal interfaces one should study model H type dynamics for the main field φ and other variants for the dynamics of the solvent field φ could also be considered.
As mentioned above, in lattice based models driving induces non-equilibrium states even in the simple Ising lattice gas. A model analogous to that studied here can be formulated in a lattice based systems using the Hamiltonian
where S i = ±1 are Ising spins at the lattice sites i, and σ (ij) = ±1 are Ising like dynamical solvent variables associated with the lattice links (ij). The static partition function is given by
and the trace over the solvent variables can be trivially carried out to give
where L is the number of links on the lattice of the model. We thus see that the underlying effective static model is precisely the zero field Ising model. This model can then be driven in a number of ways, for instance using conserved Kawasaki dynamics for the Ising spins to model diffusive dynamics in the presence of a uniform driving field parallel to the surface between the two phases at a temperature below the ferromagnetic ordering temperature T c . The dynamics of the Ising spins on the lattice links can be given by non-conservative single spin flip, for instance Glauber, dynamics to keep the analogy with the continuum model discussed in the paper but diffusive dynamics or indeed a mixture of diffusive and non-conserved dynamics could be implemented. It would be interesting to see to what extent this modification of the driven lattice gas model affects the non-equilibrium driven states that arise.
It is also clear that this lattice model can be used to simulate the effect of activity where the Ising spins S 1 corresponding to the colloid field undergo Kawasaki dynamics at the temperature T 1 where as the link variables σ (ij) undergo single spin flip non-conserved dynamics at the temperature T 2 .
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The authors acknowledge support from the ANR (France) Grant FISICS we see that the integral we need to evaluate can be written in the form I = aI(ω 2 ) + bI(1).
The calculation leading to Eq. (35) can be carried out in the presence of a forcing term on the height profile in order to compute the response function for the surface which has a denominator of the form
and due to causality the above only has poles in the upper complex plane (due to the convention of Fourier transforms used here). Consequently we find that dω 2π
as one may close the integration contour in the lower half of the complex plane. Taking the real and imaginary part of Eq. (A4) leads to CI(1) − DI(ω) − EI(ω 2 ) = 0 (A5) AI(ω) + BI(1) = 0.
(A6)
Using this we can express I(ω 2 ) as a function of I(1), and explicitly we have
To evaluate I(1) we now use
The integrand above has no poles in the lower half of the complex plane but has a half pole at ω = −B/A on the real axis, thus using standard complex analysis we find
(A9)
Then after some laborious, but straightforward algebra, the results Eq. (37) is obtained.
